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Abstract

1. Solved the Millennium Prize problem: proved inconsistency of Navier-Stockes fluid and of

the perfect fluid. 2. By recalling the importance of Inertial Tetrads (the inertial coordinates) is

perfectly solved the Energy Localization problem in General Relativity while introducing virtual

matter in actual-virtual matter joint conservation. 3. Solved the mystery of the Dark Matter and

the Dark Energy: it is the virtual matter, not the actual (baryonic) one! It is not being directly

measured; for example, an actual book on the table can be taken by an invisible virtual hand: the

motion of the book can be measured, but the hand cannot be seen: “If there were an invisible cat

in that chair, the chair would look empty; but the chair does look empty; therefore there is an

invisible cat in it.” C.S. Lewis.
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I have papers in Physical Review E, European Journal of Physics B, etc. Because in

General Relativity the Universe is four-dimensional spacetime, one cannot destroy anything

inside the Universe. My academic activity is forever in there. Moreover, due to the “relativity

of simultaneity” our free-willing actions can not change the course of history: we write

history, without ever rewriting it [1]. Because our current actions are the happened past

for some observers. And an observer, who has experienced all history changes (by time-

travellers), will remember all these changes: so an observer’s past can not be changed (just

like the proper time in Einstein Relativity, the proper history as inner characteristic of people

is invariant-unchangeable)! Simply said, if the Absolute Truth about the Holocaust could

be changed, then the Absolute Truth is not invariant; thus, it is not the Absolute Truth. We

came to contradiction, thus, the history (neither past nor future of it) can not be changed.

Please, feel personal connection to your blood-brother’s CV, we all have common ancestors:

Mitochondrial Eve and Y-Chromosomal Adam [3, 4].

I. INTRODUCTION

The first naming of a violation of a global scale conservation law in a physical theory is

found in Ref. [6]. Therefore, the energy violation is published in a highly renowned journal. A

consideration of Outlaw Physics accompanies the cold fusion E-cat [7] and the self-propulsion

Em-drive [8]. People have also said that there is no Earth, because “the Universe should

not exist” [9]. In this we see how the Academic Science destroys itself [10, 11]. But below

are solved some major problems, in first hand the mystery of the Dark Matter and the Dark

Energy: it is the virtual matter, not the actual (baryonic) one! It is not being directly

measured; for example, an actual book on the table can be taken by an invisible virtual

hand: the motion of the book can be measured, but the hand cannot be seen [12]. The

“Dawn of Q-Science” I am talking about is predicted in the Star Track science fiction serials

as inclusion of an omnipotent character into the reality of current time, named simply by

“Q”. Driven by Ref. [6] and many other works, the author uses the standard mathematical

framework and proves the existence of a division of real (i.e., existing) matter into actual

and virtual parts, and the non-conservation of actual matter measurables (e.g., the energy).

While in Ref. [6] the existing theories are modified to achieve global-scale energy violation,

in this contribution theories are not modified and considered at a local scale. The division is
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necessary throughout the history of Universe. Otherwise the current academic physics has

no self-consistent mathematical framework.

So, without the division of matter into notationally actual and virtual parts one rejects

the Physics Postulates and the Tradition of Centuries of Scientific Search. Researchers are

used to the word “virtual”: virtual reality, virtual particles (even in nearly perfect cosmic

void [14]). We define the virtual matter as a thing [15] which influence on actual matter

can be measured, but itself cannot be detected by Physical Instruments (recall the fruitless

attempts to detect Dark Matter particles [16]).

Matter bends space and therefore bodies fall. So why do bodies fall in a glass flask from

which air is pumped out? It is obvious that the space in this place has curvature, even in

the absence of matter. Here we come to the concept of Dark Matter: it is a curvature of

space in the absence of matter in it. Such a curvature can lead to a nonzero Ricci tensor.

In Einstein’s theory, the Ricci tensor is equal to matter, which is absent. Then we call such

a Ricci tensor “virtual matter”. It is not being directly measured.[42].

Recently, there has been found two galaxies without Dark Matter [17], rising the question

again about the meaning of Dark Matter in cosmology. There is an influence of Dark Matter

in cosmology, but Dark Matter itself is not detected. It has no material interactions (neither

strong nor weak nor electromagnetic) with actual baryonic matter. Note that even being

a natural interaction [18], gravity is not a material interaction, as it is not a force field in

General Relativity: a free-falling body feels not a force but the weightlessness. The action

of Dark Matter and Dark Energy is without actual source: no Dark Matter was practically

observed at CERN or sensitive underground detectors. Moreover, all theoretical candidates

fail [16].

In the following only “actual” matter is meant under word “matter” in exception the

cases of using word “virtual”. By several examples the author proves self-inconsistency of

actual matter, which is made consistent by addition of virtual matter: Eq. (30).

II. DARK ENERGY VIOLATES THE LOCAL ENERGY CONSERVATION

In the inertial tetrad (the definition of it is found below) with four-dimensional velocity

uµ, the Dark Energy density is measured to be

ρ = Tµν u
µuν = −Λgµν u

µuν = Λ = const . (1)
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Here and in the following a summation over repeated index pairs is understood, the so-called

Einstein Rule of Summation. For a small laboratory with a coordinate volume ∆V , the total

energy is given by [19]

E = ρ
√
−g∆V . (2)

Therefore, the ratio
E0

E
=

√
−g0√
−g

(3)

with E0, g0 taken at initial moment t = t0, shall go to 1 for ∆V → 0, if the conservation of

energy is given. But in case of an expansive Universe one obtains

E0

E
=

(
a0
a(t)

)3

̸= 1 , (4)

where a is the scale factor. [20]

A. Universe

Consider the closed Friedmann Universe with metric

ds2 = −dt2 + a2 (dr2 + sin2 r [dθ2 + sin2θ dϕ2]) , (5)

where the scale factor is given by a = a(t). From this metric and the Einstein equations in

the presence of Dark Energy (Λ ̸= 0)

Gν
µ + Λ δνµ = 8π T ν

µ (6)

one obtains that any kind of matter must satisfy the equation

T ν
µ = diag(ρ, p, p, p) . (7)

The local conservation of energy (the formalism is written above) requires

ρ = ρ0

(
a0
a

)3

. (8)

Therefore, from T ν
µ ;ν = 0 we conclude the equation of state p = 0 [43]. Therefore, the only

possible tensor in the inertial tetrad is the dust tensor. But that is not possible, because due

to the strong equivalence principle, the curvature of spacetime does not alter the physics in a

small free-falling inertial laboratory. Therefore, for a Universe filled with fluid (“perfect” or

viscous, or simply with any isotropic matter), the mathematically consistent state is dust.

Therefore, as a solution we propose to include virtual matter [44], and to include Dark

Matter [21].
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III. ENERGY-MOMENTUM LOCALIZATION IN GENERAL RELATIVITY

I believe that there is a correct derivation of the obvious fixation of the Celestial Pole

(during a one-year period) within the formalism of General Relativity (see e.g. Ref. [23]).

But perhaps I can show it in a more simple way. In the inertial coordinate system ICS

co-moving with the Earth, all the Christoffel symbols Γν
αβ are zero. Thus, the covariant

derivative turns to an ordinary derivative (in relation to the co-moving coordinate system),

and the angular moment has the same orientation to the ICS. But how to orient the system

ICS itself?

The spatial direction (as a “line segment”) in our free ICS is Lν̂ = (0, ∆x, ∆y, ∆z) =

const, but here we can take any constant vector or pseudo-vector with physical sense. In

curvature coordinates one has Lµ = eµν̂ L
ν̂ . Does this mean that the direction is conserved,

DLµ

dτ
= 0 ? (9)

If the answer is affirmative, then indeed Lν̂ = (0, ∆x, ∆y, ∆z) = const along the ICS system

flight. Actually, this holds, as the tetrad vectors eνµ̂ are all geodesic vectors in an inertial

ICS system:
D eν

0̂

dτ
=

D eν
1̂

dτ
=

D eν
2̂

dτ
=

D eν
3̂

dτ
= 0 . (10)

For instance, one has [27]
D eν

3̂

dτ
=

d eν
3̂

dτ
+ Γν

µα e
µ

3̂
uα , (11)

where uα is the four-dimensional velocity of ICS.

Working in the Schwarzschild metric, I have managed to find the following co-moving

coordinates which are indeed able to show on the North Star area:

et̂µ =
(4√70

35
, 0, 0,− 10√

7

)
, er̂µ =

( 2√
35

cos(w τ), −
√
5

2
sin(w τ), 0, −20

√
14

7
cos(w τ)

)
,

eθ̂µ = (0, 0, r, 0) , eϕ̂µ =
( 2√

35
sin(w τ), −

√
5

2
cos(w τ), 0, −20

√
14

7
sin(w τ)

)
, (12)

where w =
√
10/100, M = 1, r = 10 = const.

A. Synge argument explaining Dark Matter and Energy

In this section, the word “matter” means matter in general (i.e. without specification of

actual and virtual matter), whereby Eq. (30) holds.
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In the known “Synge argument” (often used in the traversable wormhole theory [1]) we

fix the background spacetime and, thus, remain with

T ν
µ ;ν = 0 , (13)

as four matter-gravity equations. We can freely choose any spacetime anomalies, includ-

ing Dark Matter, Dark Energy, and even smooth corrections for singularities (Big Bang,

Black Holes) [24]. This is a great simplification, as the Einstein equations consist of ten

second-order partial nonlinear differential equations, while only four first-order differential

equations are found here without any need of hypothetical “exotic matter” (or any other

actual matter).

We can open Eq. (13) like in Ref. [19] to obtain

T ν
µ ;ν =

1√
−g

(T ν
µ

√
−g),ν −

1

2
gν α ,µ T

ν α = 0 . (14)

According to the “strong equivalence principle”, nature should conserve energy and mo-

mentum inside a small laboratory. One has in general (T ν
µ

√
−g),ν ̸= 0 [19]; and from the

Gauss theorem one conludes [19]∫
T t
µ

√
−g dV =

∫
(T ν

µ

√
−g),ν dt dV + const , µ = t, 1, 2, 3 . (15)

Using Eq. (14) one has∫
(T ν

µ

√
−g),ν dt dV =

1

2

∫
gν α ,µ T

ν α √−g dt dV . (16)

Therefore, for energy momentum to be conserved in the limit ∆V → 0 one obtains

∆V
∫
gν α ,µ T

ν α √−g dt

∆V T t
µ

√
−g

= 0 , (17)

or ∫ tf

0
gν α ,µ T

ν α √−g dt = 0 , (18)

where matter is “isolated”.

The Eq.(18) holds for any moment tf . Therefore

gν α ,µ T
ν α = 0 . (19)

Hereby the Synge argument (see above) makes metric independent from matter, leading to

gν α ,µ = 0 . (20)
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Otherwise, energy and momentum are not locally conserved, and thus the strong equiv-

alence principle would be violated. From Eq. (20) we derive Γν
µα = 0. And vice versa,

because gν α ;µ = 0. So, the inertial tetrad must satisfy Eq. (20), hereby the metric in tetrad

coordinates is

gµ̂ β̂(x
µ̂) = gνα(x

ν(xµ̂))Aν
µ̂A

α
β̂
, (21)

where the coordinate transformation matrix in limit xµ̂ → 0

Aν
µ̂(x

µ̂) = eνµ̂ . (22)

In conclusion: a local inertial tetrad the energy-momentum conservation holds during all

the proper times of this inertial system,

T ν
µ ;ν = T ν

µ ,ν = 0 . (23)

Therefore, by recalling the basic need to study problems in an inertial coordinate system

(tetrad) [recall the demand for an inertial tetrad in the Galilean and Einstein Postulates of

Relativity: in a non-inertial tetrad would be changed laws, but latter comes in conflict with

[18]], we found no problem with the local conservation of the most basic laws of physics.

But others have faced major problems (cf. e.g. Refs. [19, 26]).

IV. SOLUTION TO MILLENIUM PRIZE PROBLEM: THE INCONSISTENCY

OF NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION

The Clay Institute has promised a million for solution to this problem. And, behold, we

are giving it you! The answer to the problem of consistency is “No”.

A. What is curvature of spacetime we shall work in?

You may simply say: we consider a perfect fluid in flat spacetime with Descartes coor-

dinates (x, y, z). But it holds for the general case of curved spacetime, because of following

argument. Consider the perfect fluid in an inertial tetrad. Then there holds Γν
µα = 0 and,

therefore, e.g. gν α ;µ = gν α ,µ = 0, with Eq. (23).
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B. Calculation

The energy-momentum tensor of the perfect fluid [27, 28] reads

T νµ = (ρ+ p)uν uµ + p gνµ (24)

with uν uν = −1. Then T νµ
,ν = 0 means

0 = uµ T
νµ
,ν =

dρ

dτ
+ (ρ+ p)Θ , (25)

where Θ = uν
,ν and

dρ

dτ
=

∂ρ

∂xν
uν . (26)

Let us calculate the density current [19, 27]

Jµ = −T νµ uν = ρ uµ . (27)

Then

Jµ
,µ =

dρ

dτ
+ ρΘ , (28)

and so from Eq. (25)

Jµ
,µ = −pΘ . (29)

However, it is known that in flat spacetime the continuity equation for density current

Jµ
,µ = 0 holds [27–29]. Therefore, p = 0 which is a violation for the fluid: it is no longer a

fluid but dust! One can derive the same result for a Navier-Stokes viscous fluid, but because

the perfect fluid is the case of a Navier-Stokes fluid, the Navier-Stokes fluid is already proven

to be inconsistent. In other words, this can be regarded as part of the solution to the more

general problem of a fluid with viscosity, showing also p = 0 by another approach (see

Appendix) [30].

C. Actual and Virtual Matter Joint Conservation or the Dawn of Self-consistent

Q-Science

To make the fluid states self-consistent, one needs virtual matter which can be switched

on and off (Kνµ = Kνµ(t, x, y, z)) This virtual matter influences the fluid (with energy-

momentum tensor T̂ νµ) as

T νµ := T̂ νµ +Kνµ , T νµ
;ν = 0 . (30)
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In the context of Einstein equations one writes

Gνµ = 8π T νµ . (31)

In the course of Q-Science, Dark Matter is a particular case of virtual matter with Kνµ
;ν =

0. But generally one has T̂ νµ
;ν = −Kνµ

;ν ̸= 0.

Because the virtual matter is not directly detectable, the known energy conditions (null,

weak, dominant, strong [36]) are written for T̂ νµ only: this opens possibility to get wormholes

and “warp-drives” for interstellar travel [1] without the actual “exotic matter”.

V. CONSERVATION VERSUS REGULATION OF MATTER

As example we take the Reissner-Nordström spacetime (with mass M and electric charge

Q ̸= 0) with a radially falling neutral test body (electric charge q = 0). The minimally

reached distance is not zero (r > rm ̸= 0), which is outside the curvature singularity at

r = 0. Therefore, at the radius rm we find a singularity which we call “personal singularity”

with finite curvature (described by the Riemann Curvature Tensor).

One can expect that geodesics will not reach the infinite past (or infinite future, or the

infinite space), or will be terminated in Big Bang singularity. The actual infinity, in any

case, is not part of the physical Universe map (because it can not be measured even in

principle [18]). So, they also can be terminated without an “actual” reasoning at a finite

curvature.

Energy-momentum is conserved locally in General Relativity. However, the personal

singularity is the breaking point: the body shrinks to zero, but a zero-sized body does not

exist.

Because there are singularities in General Relativity, the latter can hardly be regarded (in

current state of affairs [10]) as a predictable and conservative theory. Indeed, the vanishing

of a body sometimes occurs at a finite curvature of spacetime. The velocity component is

given by [27]

ur ≡ d r

dτ
= − 1

r2

√
B , (32)

where B = E2 r4 − (r2 − 2M r +Q2) r2.

In “geometrized” units (Q, M , r in meters) let us choose Q = 1/5 and M = 1/2. Zero
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initial velocity (B = 0 at r = r0 = 20) requires a trajectory with

E =

√
9501

100
. (33)

Therefore

B = − 499

10000
r4 + r3 − 1

25
r2 , (34)

which is negative in r < rm = 20/499. This means a termination of the falling body.

The detailed study [2] shows that even photons are being terminated (in the Kerr-Newman

spacetime; but various terminations are present also in a Kerr spacetime as well as in naked

singularity regimes). Such obvious termination was never reported, cf. e.g. Refs. [13]. Why?

Because it is not handled by Science. One needs Q-Science!

A. What happens to the test body?

A small dust cloud has [27]
dρ

dτ
= −ρΘ , (35)

where the covariant four-dimensional divergence is given by Θ = uν
;ν . Therefore, in Reissner-

Nordström spacetime one has

Θ =
3M r + 2 r2 (E2 − 1)−Q2

r3 ur
. (36)

To conclude, the volume of the dust cloud V = m/ρ shrinks to zero as ur → 0− at rm.

It is shown that the “geodesics deviation equation” agrees with this conclusion [2]. In our

example above we have Θ = 0 at r ≈ 15 < r0 = 20. This means that the model shows

non-trivial behaviour even in the Newton approximation (r ≫ 2M = 1).

The last point of the trajectory find the volume of the body to be precisely zero. There-

fore, the body does not turn to a quantum particle but simply vanishes. Because the position

rm is given for any kind of a falling body, the resistance of the material does not save it any

second longer. And the tidal forces are finite: there is no curvature singularity there [2].

The body simply disappears like by Q’s decision: its size rapidly turns to zero (all the

proper time derivatives of length are infinite at rm). Such an event is clearly not managed

by Science, but the Q-Science! We have found a density regulator: any high energies and

densities are being deleted [11]. And if the latter is even possible, the character “Q from

Star Track” would indeed be able to create and destroy things at own will [31], and even

cause hallucinations and any kind of (self-)deception in people and dellusion [37].
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VI. CONCLUSION

We have worked in any curvature of spacetime (even in flat one), and have shown the

Dawn of the self-consistent Q-Science with virtual-actual matter division. [38]

Extremely dramatic spacetime effects are expected if a supernova produces a collapsing

remnant which is going to be a black hole with a point-size matter bulb (within the short

proper future of falling matter). Therefore, it is expected that any kind of falling body

will feel the compression. That contradicts the established “fact”, that the falling astronaut

would be ripped into pieces. But how the latter is possible, if the final state of the cosmonaut

is a singular point r = 0? Therefore, it is expected that the cosmonaut will be transformed

into a large cloud of elemental particles, which stop their motion at rm ̸= 0. Therefore,

there shall be a limit rm. But we went into the right direction, proving that this cloud is a

point-size “nothingness” with terminated trajectory at rm. We have demonstrated here that

even such a well-established fact like the ripping death of a falling astronaut is not the true

enlightenment. [45] So, we have gained the following knowledge: we are sure about what we

have demonstrated within General Relativity. And we should be safe to baseless criticism,

until a disproof is found [41]. If you do not know a theorem, then you truly don’t know the

theorem. If you are sure that 2 = 1 + 1, then you are truly sure. If you doubt that the

Holographic Principle is true, then you truly doubt it [24]. So, there is always the Absolute

Truth. There is no limit of getting knowledge. Let us call a human, who got to know all,

a “Q”. Think about the “Q” [39]. The “Q” knows also that he exists. So, the “Q” really

exists, because even such a knowledge is out to get there.

VII. APPENDIX: THE NAVIER-STOKES PROBLEM

Let the viscous coefficients are time and space functions: η = η(xν), ζ = ζ(xν). If

the fluid is electrically neutral, then the potential field acting on the fluid is zero, U⃗ = 0.

Nevertheless, the fluid can experience pushing from the sides of the fluid (the wings of an

airplane are pushing air around the plane).

The norm of four-velocity is given uνuν + 1 = 0. By taking the covariant gradient, one

gets

0 = (uνuν + 1);α u
α = aνuν + uνaν = 2 aνuν , (37)
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where 4-acceleration aν = uν
;α u

α.

The four-current density is

Jν = −T νµ uµ = ρ uν , (38)

where the energy-momentum tensor T νµ of the viscous fluid is taken from Ref. [27]. One

obtains

Jν
;ν =

dρ

dτ
+ ρΘ , (39)

where Θ = uν
;ν [40].

But on the other hand, because of T νµ
;ν = 0 one has

(−T νµ uµ);ν = −T νµ uµ ;ν = −β + η aνaν , (40)

where

β = pΘ+ (2η/3− ζ)Θ2 − 2 η uν ;µ u
(ν ;µ) , (41)

and where 2u(ν ;µ) = uν ;µ + uµ ;ν .

Moreover, we have

uµ T
νµ
;ν = −dρ

dτ
− ρΘ− β = 0 . (42)

In the derivations the following facts were used:

0 = (uβuβ ;α)
;α = uβ ;αuβ ;α + uβu;α

β ;α , (43)

a;αα = (uβuα ;β)
;α = uβ ;αuα ;β + uβuα

;β ;α . (44)

Therefore, from Eqs. (38)–(42) one obtains aνaν = 0. From Special Relativity it is

known that aνaν is zero only if the three-acceleration is zero: a⃗ = (0, 0, 0). The latter

implies that the motion is force-free and the stream lines of the fluid are geodetics aν = 0

at every point of spacetime. Therefore, without experiencing any acceleration the fluid is

static and experiences no non-compensated pushing from the edges (no flying airplane then).

In conclusion, the general (mathematically consistent) solution of the N-S equation is the

pressure-free dust, p = 0.
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